Official Tokenomics of Shitcoin, $STC
Tokenomics
* 6% buy
* 9% sell

Buy
* 0% Transfer ← zero transaction fees for sending and receiving.
* 1% Stake ← every buy transaction sends shitcoins to the stake award pool.
* 4% Auto-Liquidity ← every buy transaction adds to liquidity.
* 1% Development ← every buy transaction sends bnb to the development wallet.
Sell
* 0% Transfer ← zero transaction fees for sending and receiving.
* 2% Stake ← every sell transaction sends shitcoins to the stake award pool.
* 6% Auto-Liquidity ← every sell transaction adds to liquidity.
* 1% Development ← every sell transaction sends bnb to the development wallet.
Take note:
* 4.20% Max wallet. ← bust toilet protection
Staking
* Award ← awarded shitcoins.
* Amount ← 1%. 1% bonus if you own the “Shitrocket” NFT.
* Time ← 69 Days. 50% time reduction if you own the “Diamond Hand” Nft.
* Early withdrawal ← staking award forfeited and sent back to award pool.
Non-Fungible Turds

Own 69+ coins
Unlimited available
+3% stake bonus

Stake 6,690 coins
Only 690 Available
50% time reduction

Kickstart (Sold out)
Only 2 available
N/A (Novelty)

Q&A - Tokenomics
- Goal of the token?
Collectively put our minds together and build a shit driven rocket.
- When will it be on an exchange?
Exchanges can make or break a coin. The cheapest options will only lead to disappointing performance.
Therefore, we are saving for a decent exchange listing.
- Why have you been developing this since July 2021?
I didn't want to create something that would just be flash in the pan, I wanted to try my best to create
something that’ll last.
- Which charity would you like to donate to?
We have a very humbly small development wallet but If we see a community member in need of aid we’ll
do what we can to set something up for them.

- Why these tokenomics
Tokenomics Buy
* 21,000,000 ← bit rhymes with shit and and I wanted to give people a sense of connection to their shit.
* 0% Transfer ← a zero transaction fee makes it easy to share your shitcoins with others.
* 1% Stake ← stakers should be awarded as we grow the shitcoin army
* 4% Auto-Liquidity ← more liquidity means the coin is firmer and less likely to shit the bed
* 1% Development ← pumped straight back into the coin in the form of acquiring listing requirements.
Tokenomics Sell
* 21,000,000 ← bit rhymes with shit and and I wanted to give people a sense of connection to their shit.
* 0% Transfer ← a zero transaction fee makes it easy to share your shitcoins with others.
* 2% Stake ← stakers should be awarded as we grow the shitcoin army
* 6% Auto-Liquidity ← more liquidity means the coin is firmer and less likely to shit the bed
* 1% Development ← pumped straight back into the coin in the form of acquiring listing requirements.
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